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Crimes Against Humanity: Serbia’s Lawsuit Against NATO. More Than 15 Tons of Uranium
Bombs Dropped on Yugoslavia in 1999

By Natali Milenkovic, April 07, 2023

In 2022, Srdjan Aleksic, a lawyer from Nis, Serbia began a legal process against NATO. Since
2017 (when the gathering of evidence began) until this day over four thousand citizens of
Serbia (including Kosovo and Metohija) have shown interest in suing NATO due to their own
cancer diagnoses and diagnoses of their family members that they believe have a direct
connection to the bombing of Yugoslavia in 1999 where uranium was used.

A Matter of Personal Hospitality: Buying the US Supreme Court

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, April 10, 2023

What  is  going  to  be  done  with  Clarence  Thomas,  that  darling  reactionary  among
reactionaries on the US Supreme Court?  Evidently, the justice seems to assume that being
bribed,  paid  off  or  bought  by  a  billionaire  over  the  course  of  20  years  is  a  perfectly
appropriate  practice,  reconcilable  with  the  role  of  his  office  in  handing  down  judgments
affecting  the  lives  of  millions.

Two African American State Representatives Expelled by Tennessee Republican Majority

By Abayomi Azikiwe, April 10, 2023

Tennessee State Representatives Justin Jones and Justin J. Pearson were expelled by the
Republican supermajority  in  Nashville  on  April  6.  Another  state  house member,  Gloria
Johnson, who is white, survived the expulsion attempt by only one vote.
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Video: Vera Sharav’s Historic Nuremberg Speech, Illustrated

By POTP, April 10, 2023

On the 75th anniversary of the Nuremberg Doctor’s Trial, holocaust survivor Vera Sharav
warned of the myriad parallels between our world today and the one she barely escaped.
Here is our illustrated version of her historic speech.

The COVID “Killer Vaccine”. People Are Dying All Over the World. It’s a Criminal Undertaking

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, April 10, 2023

We are being accused of  “spreading disinformation” regarding the Covid-19 vaccine. The
Reuters and AP media “trackers” and “fact checkers” will be out to smear the testimonies of
parents who have lost their children.  

Out of the War as Long as We’re on Time. Manlio Dinucci

By Manlio Dinucci, April 09, 2023

Europe is sinking deeper and deeper into war, fuelled by a series of acts aimed at making
impossible negotiations. From the terrorist attack in St. Petersburg that killed the journalist
and blogger Vladlen Tatarsky and injured dozens of people, to the arrest in Kyiv of the
Orthodox Metropolitan Pavlo, who was given an electronic anklet as if he were a common
criminal.

Modern Iran — A Study in Contrasts. Failed U.S. Sanctions Regime

By J. Michael Springmann, April 09, 2023

Building on the foregoing nonsense about Iran’s promotion of terrorism, extremism, and
weapons of mass destruction, the corrupt, incompetent, illegitimate, and racist American
government continued to expand sanctions on Iran.

The Nord Stream Ghost Ship

By Seymour M. Hersh, April 08, 2023
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America’s Central Intelligence Agency is constantly running covert operations around the
world, and all must have a cover story in case things go badly, as they often do. It is just as
important to have an explanation when things go well, as they did in the Baltic Sea last fall. 

President Andrzej Duda Makes Polish Expansionism Clear After Meeting with Zelensky

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, April 07, 2023

Poland no longer  hides  its  expansionist  plans.  In  a  recent  meeting with  his  Ukrainian
counterpart, Polish President Andrzej Duda announced his personal wish that soon both
countries will no longer have physical borders.

The Factors of Soft Power’s Influence on Politics

By Dr. Vladislav B. Sotirović, April 07, 2023

It is already at least two last decades worldwide recognized that soft power became an
extremely significant instrument in both politics and diplomacy in the hands of many states
but especially those whom we can call as great powers as they are the most influential on
global politics and international relations.
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